
 

What People 

Are Saying 
 
 

 

Mark209 is a group that ignites the audience with their energy and zeal for the music.  When they come on stage - it is 
like opening a bottle of excitement.  Their engaging personalities attract the people they are singing to and have them 
wanting more.   All ages love them! 

Paul Pitts 
Promoter / Global Promotions  

 
 

… the group Ronnie (Milsap) brought with him to open for him, Mark209 ... check them out! These guys have to be one 
of the best groups I've heard since The Stamps … you'll love them!! 

Dom Korzecki 
Fan (taken from post on Milsap’s Facebook Fan Page) 

 
 

As a song writer you never know if you material will find a home.  When I heard MARK209 sing my songs it became clear 
who they were made for!  This gifted quartet is destined for great things, and I can’t wait to see just where their unique 
vocal blend, determination, and dedication will take them. 

Woody Wright 

Songwriter/Would He Write Songs 
Radio Host 

 
 

I have always enjoyed artist who find their own sound and deliver it in a unique way. MARK209 is just that kind of group. 
If you have the privilege of hearing them in concert, by all means, DO IT!!   

Tim Lovelace 
Comedian, Emcee, and Motivational Speaker 

 
 

MARK209 is everything we love about traditional groups plus an edge that makes them even more exciting 
and listenable.  The future is bright for MARK209.  

Jim McBride 
CMA Award Winning Songwriter

 
 

WOW!  Mark209 really takes country quartet music to a new level!  Enjoyed it so much that I spent half the concert 
texting friends so they could tune in to the live stream!  Took the whole family ages 12 to 88 and we all had a great time!  
 

Connie Morgan  
Fan (taken from post on MARK209’s Facebook page) 

 
 

From the smooth high tenor to the low down bass, the harmony of this group mirrors the quality of such groups as The 
Oak Ridge Boys or the Statler Brothers.   
 

You will not be disappointed having MARK209 and you won’t have to worry about their reputations once they get there. 
 

Deon Unthank 
Editor/AGM 


